played. Next year the Northeastern Basketball team will be heard from.

Plans are on foot for all phases of track team and we will have one of the finest tracks in the State, and hope to have a team ready to take part in any of the events.

At the time of the last issue our football team had not lost a game, but we are compelled in this issue to state that the "official records" of two games are against us.

On October 22nd our football team boarded the train bound for Durant as a game had been scheduled with the Southeastern Normal of that place. Here we met peculiar conditions and found a football team that had been organized to play football rather than accomplish good work in class and were determined to win by even foul means.

The "official record" is against us by the score of 10 to 0.

The conditions were, while scrimmaging near our goal, the ball in Durant's possession, they attempted to penetrate our line and fumbled ball, when Hogan Markham recovered the "pigskin" and made a touchdown, the referee blew his whistle, saying: "I'm the man behind the gun."

"Take it back."

The ball was returned to play, being declared "dead" after whistle was blown, a very rank decision. In this manner the whole game was played, resulting in the Northeastern's defeat by the referee and not by the superior playing of our enemy.

This defeat was overshadowed on the following Friday by the defeat of Jones' Academy of Hartshorne, on the gridiron, by a score of 10 to 6. Jones has a fine team, all being of Choctaw decent. They showed fine execution of the tactics of the game, but were unable to withstand the invincible Cherokees, who predominate in the Northeastern squad.

Our next game was played in Statehood day against the Ada team, who proved no match for the Northeastern, the score being 41 to 0. This defeat thoroughly convinced the Ada boys that they were inferior to our team even though possessor of more "beef." However, they all reported a good time. They were entertained at the Nicholson, the best hotel in town, and had the pleasure of attending a successful program rendered by the Normal in the evening.

The Normal faculty and student body were startled on day by the announcement on the bulletin, as follows. "Durant has a streak of yellow, they canceled the Thanksgiving game." This was followed by a series of laments by both the faculty and student body, especially the football team. The boys knew that they were superior to Durant and wished to prove it to the State. The Northeastern boasts of a victory over Durant, score being 6 to 0, by contract. However, we preferred a game as we are confident of scoring higher.

Immediately steps were taken to procure another game with Jones' Academy, above mentioned. We found them eager for another trial. Realizing we had a very hard game before us we practiced hard under our able coach. New plays were introduced and the old ones practiced to new system. Likewise Jones prepared with all their power for this coveted game.

The next scene is on the gridiron. November 25, 3:00 p. m., both Choc-